
AbstratThe main objetive of this work was to implement an analytial gradientof energy for a multireferene oupled luster method (MRCC).Multireferene quantum hemial methods play a fundamental role forstudying non-equilibriummoleular geometries, dissoiation of moleules intofragments or generally quasidegenerate systems. In all suh ases the single-referene methods fail and the multireferene desription thus beomes in-evitable.While the standard single-referene CC methods have been widely usedfor almost 40 years as the most aurate, yet omputationally feasible meth-ods for alulating the orrelation energy, the MRCC theories are still thesubjet of an ative development and are only slowly aepted for a routinequantum hemial use.Until reently, there was only one implementation of an analytial gra-dient for a MRCC method whih, however, speialized on a two-referenelow-spin singlet systems only. Beause of the key importane of the an-alytial gradient for the whole quantum hemistry, an analytial gradientimplementation for a general MRCC method is therefore highly desirable.A gradient of the state-spei� multireferene Brillouin�Wigner CCSDmethod with the iterative orretion of size-extensivity has been hosen sinethe method had already been implemented in the ACES II [1℄ program pak-age, whih is provided with an e�ient single-referene CCSD analytialgradient implementation so that its ode ould onveniently be reused.As an inevitable development tool, a more general Full-CI based programhas been used, whih enabled a pilot implementation of the target MR BWCCgradient with and without the iterative size-extensivity orretion and alsoa gradient of the state-universal MRCC method. The pilot implementationof the three analytial gradient variants has been suessfully tested on CH2and SiH2 systems and also published [2℄.Finally, the analytial gradient of the iteratively orreted MR BWCCmethod has also been implemented in the ACES II pakage, although theorbital response ontribution requires an expliit solution of the CPHF equa-tions, whih is performed by an external ode.In addition, as a testing appliation of a newly developed state-spei�multireferene Mukherjee CCSD(Tu) method, an investigation of the singlet-triplet energy separation of the tetramethyleneethane moleule has been per-formed. The obtained potential energy urves were smooth without singular-ities and the alulated results very well agreed with an experiment. Sine themethod does not require an iterative solution of the approximate T̂3 ampli-tudes and has proved to remain resistant to intruders, it is thus a perspetivealternative among highly aurate multireferene approahes. This work isalso a part of a publiation [3℄.


